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Report No 93  

Regional Rapid Transit System (RRTS): Resolving issues to expedite 
decision for construction of first Meerut-Delhi corridor  

January 29, 2019 
Environment Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority for NCR 
(EPCA)  

 
1. Background 

 
On January 18, 2019, the Hon’ble Supreme Court observed that this project is 
“absolutely necessary and there should be no delay on the part of concerned 
authorities”. It directed EPCA to convene a general meeting with the 
concerned stakeholders..and it’s outcome be reported to this court on the next 
date of hearing. EPCA convened the meeting on January 25, 2019 with all 
necessary participants (see Annexure 1). This report is being filed in 
compliance with the direction of the Hon’ble Supreme Court and seeks to find 
resolution to the objections raised by Delhi government so that the project can 
be expedited.  
 
2. RRTS: why it is important for reducing pollution 

 
The 2018 report by the Union Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES) finds that 
vehicles contribute to 40 per cent of the air pollution load of Delhi. It also 
points out over 1.1 million vehicles enter Delhi every day at just 8 entry points 
from the region. These include trucks, taxis and personal vehicles. Previous 
reports have confirmed this trend and also point to the fact that an equal 
number of vehicles enter and leave Delhi each day – in other words, there is 
massive movement of private vehicles and taxis between the booming 
commercial points in the NCR region – Gurgaon, Manesar, Faridabad, Noida, 
Greater Noida, Ghaziabad, Meerut etc.  
 
The Hon’ble Supreme Court has already directed action to reduce truck and 
heavy vehicle traffic entry into Delhi. It has imposed an Environment 
Compensation Charge (ECC) and has directed that only Delhi bound 
commercial traffic be allowed entry. It has also directed that trucks over 10-
year old should not be allowed entry and had directed for the construction of 2 
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expressways – Eastern Peripheral Expressway and Western Peripheral 
Expressway (EPE and WPE) to divert truck traffic from Delhi.  
 
However, as the 2018 MoES report points out, the air pollution load from 
personal vehicles as well as taxis plying in the region also needs to be urgently 
addressed for clean air.  
 
This can only be done through greatly enhanced regional connectivity – bus, 
train and metros. Today intra-NCR connectivity is extremely inadequate and 
adds to congestion and toxic pollution.  
 
It is also clear that air pollution knows no boundaries. The NCR region is one air 
shed and all efforts must be made to reduce sources of pollution, which 
includes the use of private vehicles and taxis to commute. This can only be 
done through public transport, including rail transport in the region.  
 
EPCA cannot stress enough the need for all projects to improve connectivity in 
the region so as to reduce movement by personal vehicles. Without this, we 
will not be able to combat deadly and toxic air pollution, which has reached 
public health emergency in the region.  
 
RRTS for NCR connectivity is included in CAP: The Comprehensive Action Plan 
for air pollution control (CAP) has been prepared under the directions of the 
Hon’ble Supreme Court by EPCA and has been notified by the Ministry of 
Environment, Forests and Climate Change (MoEF&CC) under section 3 and 
section 5 of the Environment Protection (EP) Act 1986. This notified action plan 
includes the construction of RRTS, to decongest the region and to reduce 
pollution.  
 
3. RRTS: Key facts  

 
The Regional Rapid Transit System (RRTS) was planned way back in 2006. It 
was conceptualized as a mode of transport that would connect the region and 
provide for modern and convenient transport. EPCA would like to point out to 
the Hon’ble Court that had the project taken shape when it was originally 
planned, it is possible that pattern of urban growth in the region would have 
been different and better. Improved mobility would have led to distributed 
urban growth of satellite cities – like Meerut or Panipat or Rewari – where 
people would have preferred to live and commute for work or commerce to 
other regions.  
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RRTS has 3 priority corridors in its first phase (see map): 
Delhi-Ghaziabad-Meerut 
Delhi-Gurgoan-Rewari-Alwar 
Delhi-Sonepat-Panipat 
 

 
 
In 2013, the National Capital Region Transport Corporation Limited (NCRTC) 
was set up for the purposes of building these corridors. This is a joint venture 
of Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs of the Central government and 
participating state governments. The Chief Secretary of Delhi is a member of 
the board of NCRTC.  
 
RRTS is integrated to city metros and other transport modes for multi-modal 
integration: What is most important is the following: 
 

 The three RRTS corridors are planned to converge at Sarai Kale Khan and 
will be interoperable. This means that people can travel from Meerut to 
Gurgaon, without leaving the station as the train will operate between 
the region.  

 

 The RRTS stations are integrated with metro stations – Delhi metro 
along the route, Meerut (proposed) and Gurgaon; also with Airport with 
the aerocity metro station; railways (Nizamuddin and Anand Vihar); ISBT 
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and other bus terminal. This will allow people to move seamlessly 
between different modes of transport.  
 

The data from the commissioned studies by NCRTC reveal that there will be an 
increase in the share of public transport from 37% to 63% once the corridors 
are built. This is because while the metro covers a small region in 1 hour – 
providing connectivity – the RRTS links to this and covers a much larger region 
in that 1 hour. It then has the potential of transforming connectivity (see chart 
below). 
 

 
 
 
Delhi-Meerut corridor: It will start at Sarai Kale Khan (Delhi) and end in 
Modipuram (Meerut). The rapid train, travelling over 82.15 km will take 1 hour 
– from Meerut to Delhi. The design speed of RRTS is 180 km and it will do 
roughly 100 km in 60 minutes, after the stops.  
 
The Delhi-Meerut project has got all statutory clearances; it has also secured 
external funding for the bulk of its projected cost of Rs 31,632 crore.  
 
On 9.12.2016, the project was sent to UP and Delhi government for their 
approval. On 19.5.2017, UP government gave approval.  
 
The Delhi government has accorded approval in principle but has said that its 
final approval is conditional to its objections/demands being met. This has 
effectively meant that the project is held up. 
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NCRTC has told EPCA that it has made presentations and replied to queries 
raised by the Delhi government on the project over the past 2 years. On 
January 17, 2017, March 24, 2017, August 9, 2017 it has made presentation to 
Minister, Transport, Delhi government and on 24.6.2017, 13.10.2017, 
24.11.2017, 12.3.2018 and 22.3.2018 responded to queries raised.  
 
4. Delhi government position on RRTS  

In its affidavit to the Hon’ble Supreme Court filed in January 2019 in 
compliance with the directions of 3.12.2018, the Delhi government has said 
that while it accords in-principle clearance to the project it has the following 
objections: 
 
1. Lack of finances: On 30.7.2018, the Delhi government wrote to Union 
Ministry for Housing and Urban Affairs that GNCTD does not have adequate 
finances to meet the cost of its share -- Rs 1138 crore (spread over 4-5 years). 
It stated that Delhi’s share in the project cost may be borne by the Central 
government. 
 
2. Change of station from underground to elevated at Sarai Kale Khan: On 
19.9.2018, the Delhi government wrote to Managing Director NCRTC that the 
change of Sarai Kale Khan station from underground to elevated is not 
acceptable as it would seriously delay in re-development plan of ISBT.  
 
5. Examination of objections by Delhi government and observations 

EPCA has examined the two objections in its meeting held on 25.1.2019 and 
has received further clarifications/responses from Delhi government (see 
Annexure 2 and 3) and NCRTC (Annexure 4) in this matter.  
 
5.1: Change of design of Sarai Kale Khan 

 
The Delhi government has proposed that it will develop Sarai Kale Khan as an 
Inter-State Bus Terminal. This is pursuant to the directions of the Hon’ble 
Supreme Court of July 1998, in which it had directed: 

“New inter-state bus terminals (ISBT) to be built at entry points in North 
and Southwest to avoid pollution due to entry of inter-state buses by 
March 2000.”  

The Delhi government has proposed to redevelop Anand Vihar and Sarai Kale 
Khan as modern inter-state bus terminals.  
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Its objection to RRTS is that the station design has changed and that this will 
delay its work on the re-development of Sarai Kale Khan.  
 
EPCA has examined this issue as follows: 
 
Underground vs Elevated station: While the original proposal included RRTS 
station as underground, this change to go elevated was made in March, 2017 
for the following reasons: 
 

a. This would reduce costs of the project by Rs 4000 crore. This is 
particularly important, as higher capital costs, make public transport 
projects more expensive and add to the cost of fares, which in turn 
make it unviable to get people out of private modes of transport.  
 

b. It would be safer for commuters – the original plan envisaged going 50 
metres underground and this would add to concerns of safety and 
increase costs of ventilation etc.  
 

c. By going elevated, it would not delay Sarai Kale Khan redevelopment – 
if the RRTS station was underground, all redevelopment plans would 
have to be put on hold till this was completed. Instead, by building an 
elevated station, Delhi government could continue with its re-
development of Sarai Kale Khan.  

 
These reasons for modifying the station plan were discussed and 
communicated to the Delhi government in meetings of the NCRTC, where the 
chief secretary is a member. But in September 2018, the Delhi government 
decided to make this change in plan – underground to elevated -- the reason 
for its decision not to approve the project.  
 
On October 26, 2018, Union Ministry for Housing and Urban Affairs wrote to 
the Delhi government explaining these above reasons (see Annexure 5). 
However, the Delhi government maintained its position against the change in 
design, which it also stated in affidavit to the Hon’ble Court.   
 
In its letter to EPCA of January 24, 2019 (Annexure 2), the Delhi government 
has accepted the change in the plan to construct the elevated station.  
 
However, in this same letter, the Delhi government has added a new condition 
to its approval. It has now said that the cost of its part of the project, namely 
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the inter-state bus terminal and hotel must be funded through the Urban 
Development Fund of the Central government.  
 
EPCA is constrained to point out that this ‘new’ and ‘additional’ condition 
could well delay the project further and so has examined the issue in detail.  
 
Cost sharing of Sarai Kale Khan  
Sarai Kale Khan is proposed (see map) as a multi-modal hub. It will combine 
the RRTS station, which will allow for inter-regional movement; the Delhi 
Metro station, which allows commuters to move within Delhi; the inter-state 
bus stop and the city bus stop. In addition, NCRTC has also proposed an 800 
metre pedestrian walkway to connect to Nizamuddin Railway station.  
 
The Delhi government plan for ISBT and a hotel at Sarai Kale Khan has been 
integrated in the new plan. The Delhi government proposes to use the 
construction of the hotel and commercial facilities to finance the inter-state 
bus terminal.   
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EPCA asked the Delhi government to explain the progress made in 
constructing the Sarai Kale Khan project, as this was the stated reason for 
delay in approving RRTS as given to the Hon’ble Supreme Court. 
 
It was told by Delhi government officials in the meeting of January 25, 2019 
that the decision on which agency would construct the project has been 
pending with the Minister for Public Works (PWD) for the past 2 years.  
 
In its reply to EPCA questions (Annexure 3), the Delhi government has further 
elaborated this saying that on 30.8.2016, it was decided to hand over the ISBT 
at Sarai Kale Khan and Anand Vihar to PWD. It was also decided that the funds 
for re-development of both the ISBTs would be arranged by the PWD at its 
own either from the budget of GNCTD or through PPP mode or through loan 
from the financial institutions. Then it decided to transfer this to DIMTS. But 
“further decision in this matter is awaiting approval from the government” 
(Delhi government).  
 
Cost sharing: NCRTC in the meeting held on January 25th and in its response 
(Annexure 4) has stated that it will be funding the following components as 
part of its RRTS station: 
 

 The ground level city bus, car, taxi and auto-rickshaw integration below 
the station;  

 the development of the pedestrian plaza; and  

 Integration with metro station and with Nizamuddin Railway station. 
 
This would take care of the bulk of the costs of the multi-modal station. The 
Delhi government would have to raise funds to pay for the inter-state bus 
terminal as well as the underpass for pedestrian movement. NCRTC has also 
agreed to take on the responsibility to make the detailed technical drawings 
for the project.  
 
EPCA believes that the Delhi government position that this proposal will affect 
the viability of its hotel project is not tenable. The fact is that this project, 
which integrates all modes of transport and provides easy and convenient 
inter-change, will be important and will improve the economic viability of 
commercial projects, including the hotel in its vicinity. EPCA has scrutinized the 
plan and sees no reason why the changed siting of the hotel – from the main-
road to being integrated with the complex will have any impact on its viability. 
In fact, the coming of the RRTS will greatly enhance the commercial viability of 
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this project. This is the basic principle of transit-oriented development (TOD), 
which improves the economic viability of commercial projects in the vicinity of 
transport hubs.  
 
With the bulk of the costs paid, the Delhi government would find it easy to 
raise the remaining finances to complete the ISBT. However, it needs to take 
the decision on the agency which will build the project, before financing can be 
sought.  
 
5.2 Delhi government’s lack of finances for the project 

Delhi government has said in its affidavit and also in its letter to EPCA, dated 
January 25th 2019, that it does not have the funds to pay for its share of the 
project and has asked the Union government to pay for its share. Delhi 
government in its response to EPCA has said that the Centre has reduced its 
rightful share of the divisible share of central taxes. EPCA has examined this 
matter, including why the Union government cannot pay for the project.  
 
Cost of project and Delhi government share 
According to NCRTC (see Annexure 3), total capital cost of the project is Rs 
31,632 crore, of which the share of Government of Delhi is Rs 1,138 crore – 3.5 
per cent (see table 1 below). 
 

 
 
Out of this share of Rs 1,138 crore, which is spread over 4-5 years, the cash 
funds needed are Rs 686 crore, the rest is paid through tax waive offs (paid 
and then reimbursed) and land cost (in the first year) (see table 2 below).  
 
In other words, the Delhi government needs to provide Rs 170-175 crore 
annually for the next four years as its cash component.  
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It is clear that this is not a big amount for a project that has potential to 
decongest Delhi and reduce pollution.  
 
EPCA asked the Delhi government to provide it information about its finances, 
revenue and unutilized funds. EPCA also asked for information on funds of the 
transport department.  
 
In its response dated January 28, 2019 (Annexure 3), Delhi government has 
provided this information, which reveals the following: 
 

1. Over the past 4 years, the transport department has unutilized funds of 
Rs 700 crore; These funds lapsed because the department could not 
utilize them.  
 

2. Between 2014-15 to 2017-18, the Delhi government has had unutilized 
funds at the end of each financial year, ranging from Rs 2500 to Rs 3700 
crore every year.  

 
3. In this same period, the Delhi government revenue (receipts) has gone 

up from Rs 29,586 crore in 2014-15 to Rs 38,667 crore.  
 

4. In 2016-17, Delhi government receipts have increased by Rs 2576.32 
crore; in 2017-18 receipts increased by Rs 1580.39 crore. In 2016-17, 
Delhi government had unutilized funds to the tune of Rs 3579.22 crore; 
in 2017-18, unutilized funds were Rs 3210.96 crore.  
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Therefore, it is not immediately apparent why there is this shortage of funds in 
the Delhi government, that has held up this crucial project – necessary for 
decongesting Delhi and reducing air pollution. This also, when it is accepted 
today that Delhi and its citizens are paying a huge cost for bad health because 
of toxic pollution.  
 
Principle of sharing common projects  
EPCA also asked the Union government/NCRTC to explain why it could not 
fund the Delhi share of the project.  
 
According to them, the cost sharing of RRTS, is similar to all such common 
infrastructure projects, established under the National Urban Transport Policy. 
The agreed and established principle is 50:50 – sharing between Centre and 
states – which is used to determine the funding of metro projects across the 
country, as well as phase 1-2-3 of Delhi Metro.  
 
In RRTS phase 1 (Delhi-Meerut); the total external funding is 60%; the 
remaining 40% of the cash component is shared equally between Union and 
the states. As the investment is higher in UP, its share of the project is also 
higher (18.42% of the total cost) (see Annexure 6) 
 
Changing this practice would mean creating a bad financial precedence, which 
would jeopardize all such projects, including the next phase of Delhi metro.   
 
This has also been explained in the letter of August 6, 2018 from the Union 
Ministry for Housing and Urban Affairs to the Delhi government (see Annexure 
7). In this letter, it is explained, why deviation from this funding pattern would 
not be possible and have implications for other projects.  
 
EPCA believes that as the project will benefit the region and the airshed of 
NCR, as a matter of principle, costs must be shared.  
 
The Delhi government in its response of January 28, 2019 (Annexure 3) has 
responded to EPCA’s specific question on the importance of the project to say:  
 
“The Government of Delhi fully supports the project and understands that the 
RRTS project will benefit Delhi by way of de-congestion and will help in 
reducing air pollution also.” It has added that it is only the constraint of funds 
that is not allowing it to support the project.  
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EPCA is also clear intra-NCR connectivity will require common projects, which 
need to ensure that this principle of sharing is not disturbed as other projects 
will be disrupted and other states will then raise similar objections. Therefore, 
the principle of sharing, as established by the policy for financing of all such 
common infrastructure projects, must not be undermined.  
 
6. Recommendations for the consideration of the Hon’ble Supreme Court 

It is apparent that this project for intra-NCR connectivity is long-delayed. It is 
also important to reduce both congestion and pollution in the region.  
 
It is also clear that any further delay would completely jeopardize the project 
and delay it for many more years.  
 
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has agreed to provide the project a loan of 
Rs 18,979, but this assistance could be lost if the project does not get clearance 
by March 31, 2019.  
 
The minutes of the PIB – Public Investment Board – are awaiting finalization 
because of the pending approval from the Delhi government. If this is further 
delayed then the project will have to be re-considered and re-sanctioned at a 
future meeting, which will add to delay.  
 
The cost escalation of the over Rs 30,000 crore project is estimated to be Rs 5 
crore/day. For the past 2 years, since, the project was sent to the Delhi 
government (December 2016), the cost escalation is therefore roughly Rs 3700 
crore. While, the Delhi government has justified its delay in not approving the 
project (see Annexure 3 reply to first query of EPCA), it is a fact that such 
projects must be processed and any further delay must not be condoned.  
 
Given this situation, the Hon’ble Supreme Court, may consider the following 
directions: 
 
1. The project may be approved at the earliest.  
As the only objection of Delhi government is lack of finances and as the 
principle of sharing in such infrastructure projects should not be disrupted, the 
best option is to finance the project through the Environment Compensation 
Charge (ECC) – which has been collected through the directions of this Hon’ble 
Court.  
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According to data from the South Delhi Municipal Corporation (which collects 
the fund and transfers it to the transport department), a total of Rs 1350 crore 
has been collected (see Annexure 8). As a certain proportion of this fund is 
kept by SDMC and also has been allocated by the Hon’ble Supreme Court for 
the RFID system, the fund available for future projects with the transport 
department as of date is Rs 1106 crore. Using this fund, will maintain the 
principle of sharing and also provide necessary finance to start construction of 
the project. 
 
Therefore, it is recommended the first years financing may be paid from ECC: 
2019: Rs 175 crore + Rs 90 crore (taxes)  
 
Therefore, a total Rs 265 crore may be paid through ECC to finance the first 
year of the project.  
 
The Delhi government may be directed to make budgetary provisions for the 
remaining years as well as the cost of land that it needs to provide in the first 
year.  
 
2. As far as Sarai Kale Khan station is concerned, it is clear that the coming of 
RRTS and multi-modal connectivity will enhance the commercial and 
economic viability of the project, including the hotel proposed at the inter-
state bus terminal. The Delhi government would be able to secure funding for 
its long-delayed project to build the ISBT at this site. It needs to take an urgent 
decision on the agency charged with the construction.   
 
If financing is not possible, Delhi government should also finance this project 
through ECC and seek the approval of the Hon’ble Court in this matter. 
However, this cannot be allowed to delay the project of RRTS, which may be 
accorded approval.  
 
3. The Union Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs and NCRTC may be asked 
to place before the Hon’ble Court clear deadlines and milestones for the 
remaining two priority corridors – Delhi-Alwar and Delhi-Panipat.  
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Annexure 1 

Participants/attendance at EPCA meeting on January 25, 2019 convened to discuss the 

issue of RRTS in compliance with directions of the Hon’ble Court of January 18, 2019 

 

1. Sh. Abhay Damle, Joint Secretary, MoRTH 

2. Sh. Mukund Kumar Sinha, Joint Secretary & OSD, MoHUA  

3. Sh. O.P. Mishra, Spl. Secretary,  Department of Home, GNCTD 

4. Sh. Rajeev Verma, Pr. Secretary & Commissioner Transport, GNCTD and Member 

EPCA 

5. Sh. K. K. Dahiya, Spl. Commissioner, Transport Department,  GNCTD  

6. Sh. A. Nandi, PCO, Transport Dept., GNCTD  

7. Sh. Vinay Kumar Singh, MD, NCRTC 

8. Sh. Sudhir Kumar Sharma, GGM, NCRTC 

9. Sh. Rajesh Kumar, Chief Architect, NCRTC 

10. Sh. Virender Kumar, CE/ G, NCRTC 

11. Sh. R. K. Sharma, OSD, NCRTC 

12. Sh. Satyendra Kumar, DS, MoEF&CC 

13. Dr. Priti Singh, Sc. ‘C’, MoEF&CC 

14. Sh Bharat Maheshwari, Dy. Conservator of Forest (P&M), GNCTD  

15. Ms. Indhu Vijayan N. Dy. Conservator of Forest (N), GNCTD 

16. Dr. Bhure Lal, Chairman, EPCA 

17. Ms. Sunita Narain, DG, CSE and Member EPCA 

18. Sh. Alok Kumar, Jt. Commissioner of Police, Delhi Traffic Police and Member 

EPCA 

19. Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Professor, Jawaharlal Nehru University and Member 

EPCA  

20. Dr. Arunabha Ghosh, CEO, CEEW and Member EPCA 

21. Dr. Ajay Mathur, DG, TERI and Member EPCA 

22. Sh. Vishnu Mathur, DG, SIAM and Member EPCA 

23. Sh. Ravinder Soni, ACP, Delhi Traffic Police    

24. Sh. P.S. Jha, Deputy Commissioner, SDMC 

25. Sh. P.S. Dhiman, SE, EDMC 

26. Sh. C. S. Mangla, AE, SDMC 

27. Sh. Satish Kataria, EE, SDMC 

28. Sh. Ajit Kumar, SDMC 

29. Sh. V. K. Gupta, Chief Engineer, DJB 

30. Sh. P.K. Tyagi, SE, DJB 
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